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Introduction
I am writing to you about the changes we 
are considering making to the governance 
structure of the Plumbing & Mechanical 
Services (UK) Industry Pension Scheme  
(the Scheme).

The proposals outlined in this leaflet do not 
have any impact on the benefits that you  
have in the Scheme. They only affect how 
the Scheme is managed in the future.

The Scheme was set up in the 1970s and the 
governance structure is largely unchanged 
since then. While it has served the Scheme 
well for many years, it needs modernisation  
to reflect the current business environment 
and governance best practice to make it fit  
for the future.

The Trustee, two employer trade associations 
(SNIPEF and APHC) and Unite the Union 
that jointly agree the Scheme’s rules, together 
asked Pi Consulting, an independent firm,  
to review the Scheme’s governance structure.

The overall objective of the review was to 
establish a transparent and efficient decision-
making structure which has clear lines of 
communication and avoids conflicts of interest.

Pi looked at how the Trustee Board operates,  
how employers are represented and the role of 
the Administration Company, and recommended 
changes to improve how the Scheme works.  
The Trustee, employer trade associations 
and union spent time considering Pi’s 
recommendations and how they might be 
implemented and work in practice. We plan  
to implement most of Pi’s recommendations.
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Under the proposals, the union will remain 
involved with the Scheme to appoint two  
Trustee Directors and agree any future  
rule changes.

This leaflet explains the proposals and is  
based on a booklet the Trustee, employer trade 
associations and union sent to employers, which 
looks in more detail at the background to the 
review and the reasons behind the proposals. 
The employer booklet, as well as a video and a 
Question & Answer leaflet, are available on our 
website: www.plumbingpensions.co.uk

You can also join our webinar where you can 
find out more about the proposals and ask 
questions. You can register your interest here: 
www.plumbingpensions.co.uk/govconsultation

We would like your feedback on the  
proposals. Information on how to send  
us your feedback can be found on page 6.  
The consultation closes on 14 January 2022.

Jon Bridger 
Trustee Chairman 
Plumbing Pensions (UK) Limited



The proposals

1) Trustee Company
The Scheme is managed by the Trustee Company, Plumbing Pensions (UK) Limited, 
which follows the Scheme Rules and relevant legislation. The Trustee Company  
has overall responsibility for the effective operation of the Scheme, including 
investment and safe custody of the Scheme’s assets, benefits administration,  
payment of pensions and other benefits and, if required, the collection of employer 
contributions. It currently has nine Directors.

Pi looked at how the Trustee Board operates and recommended ways to improve  
its effectiveness. 

Key proposals
1. Reduce the Trustee Board to  

seven Directors: three independent 
professional Directors, two employer-
nominated Directors, and two Directors 
nominated by Unite the Union.

2. We considered creating a new member-
nominated Director post on the Board 
for Scheme members to put themselves 
forward. However, as all the Directors 
have a duty to act in the members’ best 
interests, we felt the practical difficulties 
could outweigh the benefits and therefore 
we considered this proposal unworkable. 
We propose to have two Directors 
nominated by Unite the Union instead.

3. Pi recommended replacing all the 
existing Directors to have a ‘fresh start’. 
However, we were concerned the 
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Board would lose the existing Directors’ 
considerable knowledge and experience. 
We propose that existing Directors would be 
eligible to join the new Trustee Board. 

4. Directors would have equal voting rights and 
be appointed for four-year terms, which can 
be renewed twice (in other words, Directors 
can serve a maximum of 12 years).

5. Pi recommended that the non-professional 
Directors should only be paid expenses. 
However, most large pension schemes pay 
their Directors, given the responsibility of 
the role and the time it takes. We therefore 
plan to pay all the Directors an appropriate 
market rate, to be reviewed every year.

6. Trustee Directors cannot be Directors of the 
Employer Company. 



The proposals continued

2) Employer representation
In the past, employers were mostly represented by two employer trade  
associations: the Association of Plumbing & Heating Contractors (APHC)  
and the Scottish & Northern Ireland Plumbing Employers’ Federation (SNIPEF).  
However, not all employers are now in one of these trade associations, which  
makes it harder for the Trustee to communicate and seek consensus from employers.

Pi looked at how employers are represented in the Scheme’s governance structure 
and suggested solutions to make it better. 

Key proposals
1. Establish a new not-for-profit Employer 

Company to be the ‘Lead Employer’ 
for consultation on Scheme funding 
and investment matters. At the 
moment the Lead Employer is the 
Administration Company.

2. The new Employer Company would 
take over APHC and SNIPEF’s power 
to agree the Scheme’s rules, meaning 
that future rule changes would need 
to be agreed by the Trustee, Employer 
Company and Unite the Union.

3. The Employer Company should  
have a Board of six Directors: an 
independent professional Chair, a 
representative from APHC and from 
SNIPEF respectively (at least initially) 
and at least three other Directors 
nominated by the Scheme’s employers 
to reflect the wider employer interests.
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4. Directors for the Employer Company would 
be appointed for four-year terms, which  
can be renewed twice (in other words,  
a maximum term of 12 years).

5. Directors would consider the interests of 
all employers when making decisions; the 
Directors cannot just represent their own 
business interests.

6. Pi recommended that Directors should only 
be paid expenses. However, we believe 
Directors should be paid an appropriate 
market rate for the role and their time,  
which will be reviewed every year.

7. Reasonable running costs for the Employer 
Company would be met by the Scheme.



3) Administration Company
The Trustee delegates day-to-day administration tasks to the Administration Company, 
Plumbing Pensions (UK) Administration Limited, including to pay benefits, maintain 
member records, manage the Scheme’s assets and support the Trustee Board.  
The Administration Company is currently the ‘Lead Employer’, which means the  
Trustee consults with the Administration Company on funding and investment matters.

Pi looked at the role of the Administration Company, how it works and whether it  
should remain the Lead Employer. 

Key proposals
1. The Administration Company would no 

longer be the ‘Lead Employer’ for funding 
and investment matters. The Administration 
Company will focus on administering the 
Scheme and supporting the Trustee and 
Employer companies.

2. The current Board would be replaced  
with two new non-executive Directors with 
relevant experience and the CEO of the 
Administration Company.
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3. Non-executive Director appointments 
should be four-year terms, which can 
be renewed twice (in other words, a 
maximum period of 12 years).

4. The current shareholders of the 
Administration Company (APHC  
and SNIPEF) would be replaced by  
the Trustee Company.



If you wish to comment on these proposals, you can use the 
feedback form on our website. 

Go to: www.plumbingpensions.co.uk 

Alternatively, you can email us at: consultation@plumbingpensions.co.uk

We kindly ask you to send us your feedback by 14 January 2022.
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Share your views
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Sign up for our webinar

We’re running a webinar where you can find out more about the proposals and ask questions. 
You can register your interest here: www.plumbingpensions.co.uk/govconsultation

Next steps

We are consulting with members and employers about the proposed changes. At the end 
of the consultation period, we will consider all the feedback received before deciding  
what to do next. Any changes to the proposals will need to be agreed by the Trustee,  
two employer trade associations and union. We will update you on progress in a  
future member update.
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